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The AVS keyword index provides many advantages over the traditional Innovative 
keyword index.  This presentation discussed how the AVS keyword indexing and 
searching differ from the old keyword index.  Some tips for searching and making AVS 
work better with INN-Reach were also presented. 
 
The AVS keyword index search engine is based on Alta Vista software and provides for a 
number of advantages over the traditional III keyword search engine, including:  
Speed – The AVS search engine provides for very fast searching. 
Inclusiveness - The AVS index automatically includes words from all of the phrase 
indexes, as well as any additional fields specified.  The traditional III keyword index 
typically only included words from titles, subject headings, corporate authors, and 
content notes. 
Adjacency - The ability to search for words adjacent to each other (e.g., puget sound, 
united states, population dynamics) is really beneficial to users. The original III keyword 
index did not allow for adjacency, it always assumed the Boolean operator AND between 
terms. 
Limits - With AVS limits can be applied before searching.  This is much nicer and also 
much faster than the post-search limiting with the phrase indexes and the old keyword 
index. 
Specifying keyword fields – It is possible to specify the fields in which the keywords 
will be searched in AVS.  An author/title search or a subject term and author search is 
easy and fast. The UW Libraries removed the old Author/Title index from the catalog 
because it was not as fast or reliable. 
Sort options - Results can be sorted by date, alphabetically, or by relevance ranking. 
 
There are several differences between the old and new keyword indexes.  With the AVS 
keyword index, all the MARC fields and subfields that are included in your “normal” 
phrase indexes (author, title, subject, genre,) are automatically included in AVS and 
therefore do not explicitly display as keyworded in your index rules.  AVS index rules 
only explicitly list which additional fields and subfields you want keyworded beyond the 
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phrase indexes.  Everything that was in the old keyword index was explicitly listed in the 
index rules.  The University of Washington included many additional fields and omitted 
very few from the AVS keyword index.  Those omitted included place of publication 
(260, 533, 522, 544), URLs (856), and seldom used fields that did not relate to the author 
or content of the material (514, 540).   
 
When you install AVS indexes you get three different types of searches “out of the box”: 
X, Y, and Z. They all use an “Alta Vista Style” search engine to process the searches.  
The advanced keyword (X) search has the greatest functionality: adjacency is assumed, 
limit and sort options are possible, and keywords can be restricted to specific fields.  It is 
also possible to do a simple search and then modify the search afterwards if necessary.  
The simple keyword (Y) search, like the advanced search, allows for adjacency and 
restricting keywords to specific fields.  However, you cannot limit searches either 
beforehand or after the fact.  The option to sort results is also not possible with simple 
searches.  Searches would have to be redone as an advance keyword search if it were 
necessary to limit or sort results.  For this reason, the University of Washington chose to 
only use the advanced keyword screen.  The relevance ranked keyword (Z) search uses 
true Alta Vista syntax.  III does not recommend using the relevance ranked search in 
public catalogs as these searches do not recognize scopes or suppression codes.  
 
Many libraries wanted failed keyword searches to return a browse list; however, to create 
a browse list the system must change the logic of the search.  The ASSEARCH 
wwwoption can be set to change the search logic of failed keyword searches.  In the 
event of no results, phrases will be changed to the AND operator, if that search still fails 
the AND operator will be changed to OR, if that fails then any field limits will be 
dropped, and if that still fails then keywords are truncated. You can set the ASSEARCH 
option to stop at any point in this chain of changing search logic. 
 
A search trick which isn’t obvious is the ability to search for two asterisks ** in keyword 
and then add one or more limits.  This is useful for finding items in a particular language 
regardless of subject.  This also works well for materials in a particular location, or 
material type.  The University of Washington added a search tip for ** to their keyword 
screen; http://catalog.lib.washington.edu/search/X  
 
One of the nice features of INN-Reach is the ability of patrons to click on the “Repeat 
search in union catalog” button and have their searches transferred to the central catalog.  
However, if a AVS keyword search fails that button does not appear.  Staff at the 
University of Washington wrote some JavaScripts, which can be added to keyword 
search pages to cause these buttons to appear.  These JavaScripts are posted on CSDirect 
for other sites to use (look in the FAQ for Advanced searching, as Shared JavaScripts for 
Advanced searching). 
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